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All-aluminum microchannel heat exchangers have recently gained popularity in the 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning industry. Despite their attractive thermal 
performance design, these heat exchangers make coils used in automotive, commercial, 
and residential applications prone to crevice corrosion. This study uses high-fidelity 
conjugate heat transfer simulations to model a micro channel heat exchanger system that 
includes fins and tubes with crossflow to compare their thermal effectiveness to gain 
insight into potential crevice corrosion of the MCHE alloy. This study considers three fin 
geometries (louver, step, and saw) with the same tube and circular shape microchannel 
and identifies the corrosion hot spot and thermal effectiveness. A predicted flow field 
also identifies crevices between fins and tube surfaces as critical corrosion hot spots often 
associated with low-velocity regions. The crevice volumes for the louver, step, and saw 

fin shapes are calculated as 2.719 × 10−5 𝑖𝑛3, 3.297 × 10−5 𝑖𝑛3 and 3.508 ×
10−4 𝑖𝑛3 respectively. Results also show that the same circular microchannel louver 
shape fin has higher effectiveness than the step and saw shape fin. The thermal 
effectiveness for microchannel tubes with louver, step, and saw shape fins are 0.337, 
0.20737, and 0.2895, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The utilization of all-aluminium microchannel heat exchangers (MCHEs) in HVAC systems and 
automobiles has gained popularity due to their low cost, lightweight nature, and enhanced thermal 
efficiency compared to copper round tube and plate-fin (RTPF) heat exchangers. The use of all-
aluminium alloys in heat exchanger construction is also advantageous in terms of corrosion 
resistance, effectively addressing the issue of galvanic corrosion present in conventional RTPF heat 
exchangers. However, despite the passive nature of aluminium alloys and the use of all-aluminium 
materials to mitigate galvanic corrosion, instances of corrosion in MCHE systems have been reported 
[1-8]. The majority of heat exchanger failures occur due to harsh operating environments. Crevice 
corrosion, resulting from salt deposition and fouling, has been observed [1]. Yoshino et al., [9] 
highlighted intergranular corrosion (IGC) caused by contact between the fin and the microstructure, 
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as well as variations in chemical composition. Areas susceptible to crevice corrosion tend to 
accumulate deposits and retain moisture for extended periods, leading to increased corrosion. The 
region between the fin and tube is particularly vulnerable to crevice corrosion due to limited fluid 
flow or very low fluid velocities. Stagnant regions harbour corrosive salts and other contaminants, 
resulting in the formation of pits of varying sizes that eventually lead to tube perforation. Faes et al., 
[8] have also observed localized corrosion in heat exchangers. Although aluminium alloys form a 
protective film, they are still prone to pitting [10]. Pitting begins with surface damage to the 
protective layers, and over time, these pits enlarge and penetrate the heat exchanger tubes. 
Corrosion products present in the atmosphere initiate this pitting process, with factors such as 
chloride content, high temperatures, and low pH values promoting pitting corrosion. Localized 
damage to the metal protective film during the construction phase of MCHEs can also initiate pitting 
[11]. Crevice corrosion, a localized form of corrosion, occurs due to a different local environment 
compared to the bulk environment. Oxygen depletion, for example, can occur in crevices or shielded 
areas where stagnant conditions prevail. This oxygen concentration disparity influences the 
occurrence of crevice corrosion. Additionally, enlarging the cathode area can increase the corrosion 
rate while potentially reducing the crevice area [12]. In plate heat exchangers, crevices are typically 
found at the joining points of metals [8]. Ranjbar et al., [13] conducted experimental investigations 
on flow-induced corrosion and identified corrosion occurrences in regions with low fluid velocities. 

Unlike the importance of corrosion in MCHEs, the studies have been mostly conducted on the 
transport phenomena within microchannels or the influence of fin and microchannel geometry on 
heat exchanger performance [14-22]. Researchers also improved heat exchanger performance using 
nanofluid with different nanoparticle shapes [23,24]. Hasan et al., [22] numerically investigated the 
hydrodynamics and thermal behaviors of different microchannel geometries and identified the best 
ones. He found that the effectiveness increases when the Re decreases due to increased flow 
velocity. For example, for square shape microchannel, the effectiveness increases from 0.15 to 0.5 
for the Re number change from 900 to 50. The limitation of the previous studies is that none of those 
considered environmental airflow's effect. Therefore, the influence of environmental airflow and the 
corrosion aspects associated with local flow patterns has been always overlooked. In this study, the 
thermal performance and corrosion of a MCHE with three different fin geometries (louver, step, and 
saw) combined with a circular microchannel is numerically investigated. To the best of our 
knowledge, this investigation is the first to assess the crevice corrosion risk associated with different 
fin geometries in MCHEs using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) simulation. 
 

2. Methodology  
2.1 Geometry 
 

This CFD analysis focuses on a circular microchannel with three distinct fin shapes. To optimize 
computational efficiency, the CFD model is constructed using a small section of an MCHE tube with 
attached fins of a five-step shape, as depicted in Figure 1. Considering the symmetric conditions of 
the MCHE and to reduce computational costs, only half of the fins' height on each side of the tube is 
taken into account. The dimensions of the analysed MCHE section are (0.4 × 0.07 × 0.05) (length × 
width × height) cubic inches. Three different fin geometries, namely step, louver, and saw shapes, 
are investigated for the tube. While all geometries feature the same circular microchannel and solid 
tube, their fin designs vary. In the simulations, a coordinate system is defined, with the Z-axis aligned 
with the microchannel axis, the Y-axis parallel to the fin surfaces and tube height, and the X-axis 
corresponding to the tube width. Table 1 provides specific dimension details for the microchannel. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a characteristic part of MCHX 

 
Table 1  
Geometry specification of MCHE 
Microchannel Shape Circular 

Parameter Value 
Tube length l (inch) 0.4 
Tube height h (inch) 0.05 
Tube Width w (inch) 0.07 
Hydraulic Diameter (inch) 0.0125 
Microchannel volume (inch3) 4.8819 × 10−5 
Fin type Step/Louver/Saw 
Fin thickness (inch) 0.0003937 
Fin height (inch) 0.14295 
Fin pitch (inch) 0.08 

 
2.2 CFD Method 
 

The ANSYS Fluent software was employed to simulate the segmental MCHE (Microchannel Heat 
Exchanger). Below governing equations for mass, momentum, and energy for steady-state, 
incompressible flow are solved 
 
∇. v⃗ = 0               (1) 
 

ρ
∂

δt
(v⃗ ) + ∇. (ρv⃗ v⃗ ) = −∇p + μ∇2v⃗ + F           (2) 

 

ρCp
∂T

∂t
+ ρCpv⃗ . ∇T = ∇. (k∇T) + ∅            (3) 

 
In these equations, p represents the static pressure, 𝜇 denotes molecular viscosity, 𝑣  represents 

the velocity field, T signifies temperature, 𝐶𝑝 represents the specific heat at constant pressure, F 

represents the body force, and ∅ represents the dissipation function, which accounts for the work 
done against viscous forces. 

For the solid side, the energy governing equation takes the following form 
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ρCp
∂T

∂t
= ∇. (k∇T) + ∅             (4) 

 
The finite volume method was employed to discretize the governing equations and boundary 

conditions. The fluids were assumed to be incompressible, and the flow was considered to be laminar 
and in a steady state. The influence of gravity was neglected in this simulation. The Couple algorithm 
was used for pressure-velocity coupling to ensure mass conservation and obtain a pressure field. The 
convection-diffusion terms were discretized using the second-order Upwind scheme. The grid 
parameters utilized in this study are provided in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 

Grid sizes 
Domain Grid 

Inlet Air-Domain  1437862 
Air Between Fins 1516795 
Outlet Air-Domain 1508529 
Microchannel 43992  
Fin 815462 (Step) 
Rectangular Tube 3339600 
All Domains 8662240  

 

2.3 Boundary Conditions 
 

The computational domain consists of three main regions: the crossflow (air) domain, the 
microchannel flow domain, and the solid region. Figure 2 provides a schematic view of the 
computational domain. The crossflow domain is divided into the inlet region, the region between 
fins, and the outlet region. It extends from X=0.5 inch to X=1.25 inch, with the width and height 
matching that of the simulated section of the MCHE. The microchannel flow domain has a length of 
l=0.4 inch and a cylindrical geometry with a diameter of 0.0125 inch. 

Table 3 outlines the boundary conditions utilized in this study. Furthermore, Figure 3 illustrates 
the triangular prism and hexahedral mesh generated for the circular MCHE with step fins. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Computational domain for MCHE with Step shape fin 
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 Table 3  
 Boundary conditions of the computational domains 

Domains Parts Boundary conditions 

Microchannel Inlet (water inlet, z-
direction) 

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡;  𝑈𝑤 = 0.2 
𝑚

𝑠
, Inlet temperature of the water, 𝑇𝑤,𝑖𝑛 =

50℃ 
Outlet Pressure outlet  
Wall Via system coupling with solid for temperature; No-slip boundary 

condition for velocity 
Solid 
(aluminum) 

Inlet Inlet temperature, 𝑇𝑠 = 40 ℃ 

Outlet Heat flux=0 
Wall Via system coupling with air for temperature; No-slip boundary 

condition for velocity 
Fin (aluminum) Top fin and bottom fin 

boundaries 
Symmetric 

Crossflow Inlet (air inlet, x-
direction) 

𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡;  𝑈𝑎 = 16 
𝑚

𝑠
 (Inlet temperature of the air, 𝑇𝑎 =

26.85℃ 
Outlet Pressure outlet 
Side boundaries Symmetric 

 
 

  
Fig. 3. Details of triangular prism and hexahedral mesh of circular MCHE with step fin 

 

2.4 Grid Verification and Validation Study 
 

Grid verification was performed solely for the microchannel flow, utilizing coarse, medium, and 
fine mesh sizes with 40 thousand, 90 thousand, and 160 thousand grids, respectively. The analysis of 
the results indicated that the predicted centerline velocity exhibited a change of 1.02% from coarse 
to medium grid and 0.36% from medium to fine grid, suggesting that the results were reasonably 
insensitive to the grid size. To further validate the results, Figure 4 illustrates a comparison between 
the predicted velocity profile and the theoretical or analytical profile. Once again, the results 
demonstrate good agreement between the predicted and theoretical profiles. Consequently, the 
coarse grid size was employed for all simulations. 
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Fig. 4. Verification analysis of microchannel flow 

 
2.5 Variables of Interest 
 

This study focused on examining field variables, namely velocity, pressure, and temperature, to 
analyze the performance of the heat exchanger. The thermal effectiveness of the heat exchanger, 
which quantifies the actual heat transfer relative to the maximum possible heat transfer, was 
assessed using 

 

εcircular channel =
q

qmax
=

Ch(Tw,in−Tw,out)

Cmin(Tw,in−Ta,in)
           (5) 

 
Additionally, the study investigated corrosion hot spots by analysing the velocity field. 

 
3. Results 
 

The velocity contour of the entire computational domain is depicted in Figure 5. Flow separation 
is observed at the contact point between the crossflow (airflow) and the solid tube, causing the solid 
tube to be immersed within the separated flow region. The crossflow velocity outside the sepratted 
egion gradually increases, due to the increase of the wake thickness until X=0.91 inch. Subsequently, 
the crossflow velocity starts to decrease. 
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Fig. 5. Velocity contour of the whole computational domain 

 

Figure 6 to Figure 8 provide the velocity contour surrounding the circular MCHE. At X=0.035 inch 
(origin as described in Figure 2), the boundary layer formed near the solid side tube exhibits zero or 
low velocity. The thickness of this boundary layer varies along the fin pitch, resulting in a larger 
boundary layer thickness in region A, enclosed by each fin, compared to region B, located in the gap 
between two consecutive fins. As the crossflow moves away from the tube and fin, the velocity 
increases between the fins, reaching up to ~28m/s. This velocity is approximately 70% higher than 
the inlet velocity. These low-velocity regions, A and B, serve as hotspots for pitting and crevice 
corrosion. Pitting corrosion and crevice corrosion are both localized forms of corrosion that result in 
rapid penetration at small specific areas. The occurrence of these corrosion types can be effectively 
controlled by ensuring adequate flow velocities to prevent stagnation or the accumulation of solid 
materials. Pitting corrosion is more likely to occur during periods of shutdown when there is no flow, 
creating an environment conducive to the formation of concentration cells. The corrosion hot spot 
area can be determined by determining the volume of the low velocity region (blue region) per fin 
pitch. Our result shows that saw shaped fin has more hot spot volume on top surface of the solid 
which is 3.508 × 10−3𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ3. The hot spot volume for the louver and step shape fin are 
2.719 × 10−5𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3.297 × 10−5𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ3. 
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Fig. 6. Stagnation region identification for step-shaped fin geometry at X=0.035 inch 

 

 
Fig. 7. Stagnation region identification for louver shaped fin geometry at X=0.035 inch 

 

 
Fig. 8. Stagnation region identification for Saw shaped fin geometry at X=0.035 inch 
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Figure 9 provides experimental evidence conducted in our laboratory, illustrating the occurrence 
of pitting corrosion in the vicinity of the fin and solid surface. Additionally, the experimental work 
confirms that crevice corrosion takes place at the junction between the fin and solid surfaces. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to assess the damaged regions in the 
corroded MCHE samples. After being exposed to a corrosive atmosphere within the corrosion 
chamber for a period exceeding 104 days, the MCHE samples were collected [25]. Figure 9 displays a 
corroded crevice area located near the junction of the fin and solid surfaces. This condition differs 
from other forms of failure, such as vibration failure, where the metal is abruptly fractured without 
the presence of pits. Crevice corrosion tends to occur under conditions of relatively low or zero 
velocity. Controlling the velocity to ensure sufficient flow is crucial in preventing stagnation and 
restraining the occurrence of such corrosion. 

 

 
Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of MCHE sample after around 104 days of 
exposure to corrosive electrolyte [25] 

 
Figure 10 provides insights into the velocity, temperature, and pressure profiles within the fluid 

domain along the centerline of the circular MCHE for three distinct fin geometries. Figure 10(a) 
demonstrates the highest velocity observed in the step and saw fin geometries, reaching nearly twice 
the inlet velocity of the microchannel. Figure 10(b) reveals a temperature decrease of 10-16% in the 
microchannel fluid for all fin geometries. Despite employing the same microchannel, variations in 
temperature drop occur throughout the microchannel for different fin geometries. The louver shape 
fin exhibits the highest temperature drop, suggesting that it excels in transferring heat to the 
surrounding air and enhancing heat transfer efficiency. Figure 10(c) indicates that all fin geometries 
result in nearly identical pressure drops. The solid domain, microchannel flow, and crossflow field 
were tightly coupled to predict the microchannel's temperature, pressure, and velocity distribution. 
Temperature variation is observed in the microchannel due to the variation of the crossflow around 
the solid. 
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(a) Velocity profile (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 10. Fluid domain through the centerline of circular MCHE for different fin geometries (a) Velocity 
profile (b) Temperature profile (c) Pressure profile 

 
Table 4 displays the thermal performance of tubes featuring fins of louver, step, and saw 

geometries, with the louver fin demonstrating the highest thermal effectiveness, while the step 
geometry exhibits the lowest thermal effectiveness.  
 

Table 4  
Effectiveness of MCHE for different fin geometries 

Fin Geometry Effectiveness (𝜀) 

Louver 0.337 

Step 0.20737 

Saw 0.2895 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

This study conducted a numerical investigation to examine the impact of corrosion on fin-and-
tube All Aluminum MCHE with various fin geometries. The focus was on analyzing the corrosion hot 
spots, specifically pitting and crevice corrosion regions, while considering the influence of the 
external airflow. The results revealed that the louver shape fin emerged as the optimal choice for a 
circular microchannel, exhibiting fewer corrosion hot spots and superior thermal effectiveness 
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